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Abstract: Grid Computing is an emerging research field which is mainly concentrates on enterprise information systems. To 
improve the dynamic data management in grid computing the efficient replication strategy needs to be followed. In this paper, we 
focused on various data mining based replication strategies to enhance data replication which are important data management 
techniques commonly used in data grids. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Data Grids provide geographically distributed resources for large-scale data-intensive applications which generate large data sets 
[4]. High speed of the internet determines the fast and efficient access of widely distributed data. Replication technique is one of the 
efficient factor for which affects the performance of data grids by replicating data in distributed data sources. Replica selection, 
replica placement, replica management are the three major key issues in all data replication algorithms [10]. Replica selecting is a 
process of selecting replicas among the huge number of copies spreads across the grid.  The process of selecting the grid site to 
place the replica is known as replica placement.  
The process of creating and deleting replicas in data grid is known as replica management. An efficient replication management 
services is required to address these problems which offers high data availability, low bandwidth consumption, increased fault 
tolerance, and improved scalability of the overall system [18]. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Data mining techniques, such as association rules, frequent sequence mining, are used mainly to identify file correlations 12]. 
Replication strategies with data mining approaches [7].  
In order to gain conceptual clarity of the domain under study various articles, books, websites and some of other private reports 
were examined.  
The review has been conducted by focussing on the key topic of dynamic data management in grid computing. Leyli Mohammad 
Khanli, Ayaz Isazadeh et al., proposed [8] a new dynamic replication method in a multi-tier data grid called predictive hierarchical 
fast spread (PHFS) which is an extended version of fast spread (a dynamic replication method in the data grid).  
Gui Liu, HaiLaing et al., proposed [3] a strategy called replication strategy based on clustering analysis (RSCA), which confirms the 
correlation among the data files accessed according to the access history of users. 
 Sang-Min Park, Jai-Hoon Kim et al., proposed [16] a novel dynamic replication strategy, called BHR, which reduces data access 
time by avoiding network congestions in a data grid network. Sasi and Thanamani proposed [11], a Modified BHR algorithm to 
overcome the limitations of the standard BHR algorithm. The performance of the proposed algorithm is improved by minimizing the 
data access time and avoiding unnecessary replication.  
Tian Tian, Junzhou Luo et al., addresses this problem by introducing a new replica value determination method through data 
mining, and based on this method they proposed a pre-fetching based replication algorithm in a virtual organization (VO) 
environment in order to carry out a better replication optimization [15]. 
 Lakshmi and Thanamani proposed [7] a new dynamic data replication strategy, called DMDR, which consider a set of files as 
granularity. Their strategy gathers files according to a relationship of simultaneous accesses between files by jobs and stores 
correlated files at the same site. Jianhua Jiang, Huifang et al., proposed [6] an associated replica replacement algorithm based on 
Apriori approach in data grid. 
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III. DATA MINING 
In this section we proposed a new concept for the application of data mining combined with data grid replication.  
The proposed method describes all the following processes: (i) The conversion from data grid to data mining and vice-versa. (ii) 
Based on the choices the data is extracted from data grid. Replication strategy must select suitable data mining approach in order to 
obtain correlations between files. So that it must deal with following three basic questions: 

1) What are the information used in the strategy to understand file correlations? 
2) Which is the suitable data mining technique to obtain file correlations based on the user information? And what kind of patterns 

extracted through this data mining process?   
3) Finally how to use this extracted knowledge to enhance replication strategy performance. 

 
IV. REPLICATION 

Data replication is an efficient data management technique which is used for decades in many systems [1]. Data replication provides 
lot of benefits such as, we can get increased performance by strategic placement of replicas, by having multiple copies of data sets 
we can get improved availability and better fault-tolerance against possible failures of servers [2]. When tenant queries are 
submitted to the data management system, depending on the execution plan, e.g. the number of joins, they may require a number of 
relations in order to carry on with the execution. Naturally, in a large-scale environment where relations are fragmented and 
distributed geographically in multiple servers, not all required data may be present on the executing node itself. Considering that a 
query is processed on multiple servers according to inter-operator and intra-operator parallelism, the likelihood of some remote data 
to be shipped from faraway servers is a practical possibility [5]. In cases when the network bandwidth capability to the remote 
servers are not abundant, e.g. due to remote data being at a geographically separate location, a bottleneck that may ultimately lead to 
a response time dissatisfaction may occur during query execution process. 
In order to ensure the satisfaction of query response time objective, the bottleneck data should be identified heuristically to be 
selected for possible replication before the query is even started executing. Also, when to trigger the actual replication event to start 
is another important decision that must be made for the same goal. Deciding how many replicas to create and how to retire the 
unused replicas must also be dealt with further down the road in the data replication decision process. 
Strategic placement of the newly created replicas plays a key role in reducing data access latency and improving response time 
satisfaction. Undoubtedly, all of these replication decisions should be made from a cost-effective point of view to ensure the 
economic benefit of the provider, which is especially important in the economy-based large-scale systems such as cloud computing. 
Dealing with the mentioned issues of data replication, a good data replication strategy must be able to decide in a meaningful way; 
(i) what to replicate to correctly determine which fragments of relations are in need of replication, (ii) when to replicate to be able to 
respond the change in demand of data in a timely manner to quickly resolve performance problems, (iii) how many replicas to create 
to avoid wasting precious resources such as storage to keep the costs down and retire unnecessary replicas accordingly, and finally 
(iv) where to replicate to strategically place newly created replicas to ensure tenant performance expectations are met and any 
possible penalties are avoided. Moreover, all of these decisions should be based on some criteria that are consistent with the aims of 
both the tenant and the provider. 

V. DATA MINING BASED REPLICATION STRATEGIES 
Data mining techniques based replication strategies are as follows. The strategies are grouped based on the data mining techniques 
they use.  

A. Arra (Associated Replica Replacement Algorithm Based On Apriori Approach)   
ARRA is indeed introduced in two parts. In first part, access behaviours of data intensive jobs are analyzed based on the APRIORI 
algorithm [13]. In another part, replica replacement rules are generated and applied. Data grid characteristics are transformed into 
data which is to be mined by APRIORI algorithm, accessed data files are considered as items, while the set of required data files by 
each data intensive job is regarded as a given transaction. The replica replacement rules can be summarized as follows: 
1) If the frequency of an itemset is less than the minimum support, data files composing it should be replaced. Such itemsets 

having the least frequency will be replaced with high priority ones. 
2) If some itemsets have the equivalent or almost the same frequency, itemsets with the smallest size will be replaced firstly.  
3) The data file with the lowest confidence value will be replaced in its itemset. 
4) Only one data file will be replaced at each time until there is enough storage size to satisfy the requirement of replica creation. 
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B. Bsca (Based On Support And Confidence Dynamic Replication Algorithm) 
The main idea of this algorithm is to pre-fetch frequently accessed files and their associated files to the location near the access site. 
It is based on both frequently used association rule mining metrics, namely support and confidence, as well as on file access 
numbers. BSCA has two sub algorithms: replication algorithm and data mining algorithm [17]. 
1) The data mining algorithm applied to identify frequent sets of files is FP-GROWTH. Moreover, support and confidence of 

association rules between these frequent file sets are computed. 
2) The replication algorithm is applied in each node as a decentralized manner to sorts the file serial containing the access history. 

It then finds out all files whose access numbers are greater than a predefined threshold. After that, the algorithm constructs sets 
of related files and replicates files that do not exist in the node. If free space is lacking, the algorithm deletes weakly correlated 
files. If the storage space is still insufficient, files whose access number is less than the predefined threshold will be deleted. 
 

C. Pddra (A Pre-Fetching Based Dynamic Data Replication Algorithm) 
A pre-fetching based dynamic data replication algorithm strategy consists of 3 steps [13]: 
1) Storing file accessing patterns: In this step, file accessing sequences and data accessing patterns are stored in a database. A pre-

fetching based dynamic data replication algorithm uses a structure for storing access sequences. 
2) Requesting a file and performing replication and pre-fetching: In this step, a grid site asks for a file and replication is 

accomplished for it, if it is beneficial. Adjacent files, which are determined by mining the obtained tree of past access 
sequences, are also pre-fetched. 

3) Replacement: When the storage space is insufficient to perform replication, some existing files will be selected for replacement. 
In this regard, a pre-fetching based dynamic data replication algorithm computes a value for each replica. The value is based on 
three factors, namely the number of access to the replica, the replication cost, and the time interval between the current time and 
the last access time of the replica. Then a pre-fetching based dynamic data replication algorithm uses a fuzzy logic-based 
formula to determine this value. 
 

D. PHFS (Predictive Hierarchical Fast Spread)  
Data mining predictive techniques is used to predict the future usage of files and then pre-replicate them in hierarchical manner on a 
path from source to client. The strategy considers spatial locality that is related files to the currently accessed file are the likely 
future requests. In this way, the related files to the current accessed file can be replicated in advance, as they will probably be the 
subsequent requests. Dependencies between files are inferred from previous access patterns using association rules and clustering 
techniques. 
Predictive Hierarchical Fast Spread algorithm operates in three phases [17]: 
1) A software agent in the root node collects the file access information from all the clients in the system and puts them in a log 

files. 
2) Data mining techniques are then applied on log files with the aim to find strongly related files that are accessed together. 
3) Whenever a client requests a file, Predictive Hierarchical Fast Spread algorithm finds the Predictive Working Set (PWS) of that 

file. The PWS is composed by the most related files to the requested file or, in other words, the predicted subsequent requests. 
Then, Predictive Hierarchical Fast Spread algorithm replicates all members of PWS along with the requested file on the path 
from the source to the client.  
 

E. Pra (Pre-Fetching Based Dynamic Data Replication Algorithm) 
The main concept of this algorithm is to make use of the characteristics that members in a virtual organization have similar interests 
in files to carry out a better replication optimization. The algorithm is described as following [14]: when a site does not have a file 
locally, then it requests a remote site. The remote site receives the request and transfers the file to the local site. At the same time, it 
finds the adjacent files of the requested file by applying frequent pattern sequence mining technique on the file access sequence data 
base. A message containing the list of adjacent files will be sent to the local site too. At last, the local site will choose adjacent files 
to replication. Pre-fetching based dynamic data replication algorithm was compared with No Replication and best client strategies 
and it is proved that it improves the average response time and the average bandwidth consumption. However a major drawback of 
the algorithm that it does not distinguish the different requests arriving from the different grid sites and considers them as successive 
file access. 
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F. Rscp (Replication Strategy Based On Maximal Frequent Correlated Pattern Mining For Data Grids) 
In order to discover file correlations, the RSCP strategy relies on a maximal frequent correlated pattern mining algorithm. The 
proposed strategy is composed by four main steps [17]:  
1) Extracting file access history: at a given period, each site keeps track of the access history for all local and remote files by the 

jobs executed on it. 
2) Converting the file access history into an extraction context: the extraction context is a table containing Boolean values where 

accessed files are considered as items, while the set of required files by each job is regarded as a transaction. 
3) Maximal frequent correlated patterns are then mined: in this phase, a maximal frequent correlated pattern mining algorithm is 

introduced in order to discover the hidden correlations between files. 
4) The set of patterns identified in the previous stage constitutes the input of the replication algorithm. For each group of 

correlated files to be replicated, if there is enough storage space to hold all files in the group, then the replication of these 
correlated files will always take place. Otherwise, a replacement process should be carried out. For this purpose, the candidate 
files for deletion are selected according to their weight.  
 

G. RSCA (Replication Strategy Based On Clustering Analysis) 
The strategy is done in two stages. Initially, a clustering analysis is conducted on the file access history of all client nodes in the grid 
over a period of time [3]. The clustering method is used to group all the files that are similar according to a given equivalence 
relation. The outputs of this operation are correlated file sets related to the access habits of users [13]. Then at second stage, a 
replication is done on the basis of those sets, which achieves the aim of pre-fetching and buffering data. The experimental results 
using the OptorSim simulator proves that RSCA is effective in terms of average response time and bandwidth consumption 
compared to No Replication and Economy-based File Replication Strategy. Data mining is effective in identifying clusters of files 
related to the access habits of users. Instead of replicating individual files, an advanced replication optimization may consider 
correlated files for replication. 

VI. ADVANTAGES OF REPLICATION STRATEGY 
The advantages of replication strategies are [9]:  
1) Availability: Suppose any failure happens in any site, immediately replicated data is stored as alternative. In this way replication 

strategy achieves the availability. 
2) Reliability: The more the number of replicas increases the more probability so that user's request will be done completely. 
3) Scalability: It is fully dependent on the type of architecture model which is selected for the Data Grid than replication strategy.  
4) Adaptability: The user at any time can enter and quit a grid. The data replication strategy must be adaptive to the information of 

the grid environment in order to provide better results. 
5) Performance: By storing replicas in multiple locations the user can easily access the data in data grid. So this is a way to 

increase the performance. 
VII. PROPOSED GUIDELINE 

At a glance, a strategy based on data mining technique should indeed be composed by three key steps: 
First step: The grid data selection and pre-processing. In this respect, which data to consider in the grid data mining process is an 
important issue for which a right solution must be found. This indeed constitutes a key factor for the success of the whole process.   
One must select the most relevant factors before starting the data mining process, to extract knowledge such as network 
performance prediction, file correlations, and associated replica. In the case of file correlations, for example, necessary information 
are mainly file access histories of grid sites. 
Second step: The data mining step. Two main issues arise at this level: 1. What are the knowledge to extract by data mining and 
which type of learning to apply, i.e., supervised learning, unsupervised learning or semi-supervised data mining learning? This first 
issue is to decide which knowledge to extract from the data mining process. According to the availability of the historical data, we 
can select a proper type of learning. To get accurate result supervised learning algorithms required more number of labelled training 
data.  Unsupervised learning methods are employed to discover structure in unlabeled data. Semi-supervised learning allows taking 
advantage of the strengths of both supervised and unsupervised learning by using simultaneously labelled and unlabeled data to 
build better learners, rather than using each one alone. 2. Which data mining technique to adopt in order to extract the desired 
knowledge, and what is the kind of patterns extracted through the data mining process? The second issue is related to the choice of 
the most suitable data mining technique to extract knowledge from historical data collected in the grid. However, these objectives 
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are often contradictory and closely depend on the available data to be mined. Moreover, according to the data mining technique 
adopted, the knowledge extracted can take many different forms: clusters, association rules, decision rules (resulting from decision 
tree), frequent (correlated) patterns, frequent sequences (resulting from sequential pattern mining), etc. 
Third step: This is the last phase where replica selection or replication takes place based on the results of the data mining process. In 
this regard, how to use the extracted knowledge to enhance the data replication and replica selection strategies? The result of the 
data mining process constitutes the input of the replication or the replica selection algorithm. This step focuses on how the 
knowledge produced by the data mining technique will be re-injected through the replication or replica selection strategy in data 
grid, or in other words the transition from the data mining context to the data grid context. Obviously, the solution to this issue 
depends on the type of identified patterns. If, for example, the data mining technique used is decision tree, then the replication 
strategy must be able to translate the obtained decision rules to replication rules. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented a survey of data mining based replica selection strategies and replica committed to data grids. The 
main aim of this work is to analysis how data mining techniques are applied to historical grid data to extract knowledge and use 
them to enhance data replication and replica selection strategies. A survey on replication strategies based on data mining techniques 
and a new guideline for data mining application behind data replication and replica selection strategies are the two main 
contributions are made in this work. Based on the survey we found that lot of data mining based replication strategies are available 
only thing is we need to choose an suitable technique so that we can enhance efficient data replication and replica selection 
strategies. 
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